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Abstract. According to the rapid spread of the Internet, the new devices and 
web applications using the newest multimedia technologies are proposed one 
after another and they become commodity in an instant. In these new web 
communications, the natural and intelligible interaction corresponding to the 
user's various demands is required. In the communication in which persons do 
the direct dialogue in the interaction not only on the web but also in real world, 
it is widely known by the psychology field that the nonverbal information 
which is hard to express in words such as expression of face and gesture is play-
ing the important role. In our research, the new analysis method of interaction 
using the dynamical model is proposed and paid our attention to the characteris-
tic gestures especially. These gestures are the special motions such as lively or 
powerful actions which used effectively in Kabuki, anime, dance and the  
special gestures in the speech and presentation of attracting audiences. By ana-
lyzing the mechanisms of these characteristic gestures mathematically, we can 
design the new interactive interfaces easily which are natural and familiar for 
all users. 
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1 Introduction 

The conventional researches about the role of nonverbal information such as the facial 
expression and gestures have been studied by cognitive and social psychologists for 
many years. It was advocated by A. Mehrabian in 1981 that there were many rates 
which was occupied by nonverbal information farther than verbal one [1]. M. Wagner 
found out in 2004 that the gesture would play very important role when forming the 
place which shared early stage of communications in elementary school education [2]. 
Furthermore, D. McNeil discovered in 2005 that the language was assumed to consti-
tute the independent communication channel, although gesture and language were the 
same growing points [3]. In the research on the interaction of human and computers, 
B. Reeves pointed out in 1996 that people tends to treat computers and other media as 
if they were either real people or real places, it was called by Media equation [4]. And 
B. Shneiderman in 1997 advocated that there was two poles of dialog with direct 
communication and agent (including 3D character), and he pointed out that the effect 
on the dialog with the humanoid agent was skeptical [5]. On the other hand, since it is 
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the natural interaction and does not need special operation, there are many researches 
for the dialog with 3D character. There is the interesting research of expression of 
body language using an interactive robot by T. Nishida [6], he showed that it was 
insufficient just to reproduce motions and facial expression but also needs to express 
the higher order expression such as emotion called Conversational informatics. But 
many of old researches based on psychology have some problems that they are used 
subjective evaluation and lack in reproducibility.  

There is the field of mechanical robot control where prosperous research of quan-
titative analysis of human’s motions is proceeding. In this field, S. Kudoh in 2006 
analyzed that the adaptive control of balance in a walk of humanoid robot by defining 
the moment of robot’s arm in four-musculars model [7]. And Y. Uno showed in 1989 
that there was the relation between four-muscular model in motion of human's upper 
arm and torque as the bell type velocity change [8]. In the kinematical analysis of 
sports, M. Feltner analyzed in 1986 the movements of shoulder and arm in pitching of 
baseball [9] and C. Putnam conducted to show rules of pitching motion quantitatively 
between upper arm and torque of joint in football [10]. But these conventional re-
searches aimed the specific sports motions, so there was little research which paid its 
attention to the gesture in communication. Under these circumstances, we tried to 
make modeling the mechanism of characteristic gesture communication by referring 
to these motion evaluating methods. 

2 Definition of Nonverbal Information  

In this section, the nonverbal information which is the main theme of our research is 
defined and categorized. There is the following well known nonverbal information in 
human communication. “Facial expressions”: They not only express person's indivi-
duality but also include the much information such as emotions, internal feeling and 
intention. ”View direction”: Many feeling information is included in the movement 
of eyes such as turned away ones eyes, winks and gazing and so on. “Pose and ges-
ture”: Many communicating information is included like gesture, pose and motion of 
hands and figures. Furthermore adding the Individual distance to them, people are 
taking various communications by selecting them according to each situation appro-
priately. Among this nonverbal information, we tried to quantify the structure of ges-
ture communication because of the numerical analysis was not performed until now. 
The characteristic gestures can be classified into the following two categories like 
Reality and Actuality shown in Table1. 

Table 1. Definition and classification of gestures 

Characteristics of gestures 

Reality  Actuality 

Smooth and flowing motion 
Not awkward motion Vivid performance, powerful and persuasive action 

Correctness and continuity of 
accuracy 

Creation of presence, sense of closeness and persuasion.  
ex. Gesture of emphasis and exaggeration 
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“Reality”: Correctness of motion, continuity and smoothness of accuracy are required. It is the 
level in which numerical evaluation, analysis and reappearance are possible. 

“Actuality”: Gestures which are intentionally used by persons although not necessarily the 
natural motion but they give some strong impression for recipient. It is the motion that is inten-
tionally used for emphasis (exaggeration) in the remarkable speech and attracting audiences, 
too. We estimated that people could feel the sense of closeness to 3D characters when this 
actuality was realized. 

3 Definition of Mathematical Analysis Model 

We selected the kinematic dynamics of articulated structure as the mathematical 
model in order to analyze gestures quantitatively. The torque value τ which arises at 
each joint (it expresses the strength of exaggeration in motion) can be given using the 
angle data θ  of each joint defined by multiple skeletal structure shown in Figure 3. It 
can be given by the equation of motion in Equation 1. In Equation 1,θ is the time 
series data of each joint angle [θ1,θ2,・・・θ11] , M is inertia matrix, C is coriolis force, 
also g shows the gravity andθ’ andθ’’ are the angular velocity and angular accelera-
tion for every joint, respectively. 

τ  = M (θ ) θ”+ C (θ, θ’  ) θ’ + g (θ )                                 (1) 

 

Fig. 1. Three dimensional skeletal model of 3D character (right arm) 

Furthermore, Lagrange function L is defined by Equation 2 when we expressed  
Equation 1 by generalized coordinate system using joint angle θ(i = 0～n), also the 
equation of motion Qi is given by the Equation 3 using L. 

L = 


<< ni0 {(Kinetic energy of link i）－（Potential energy of link i）｝    (2） 
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The following nonlinear ordinary differential equations can generally be described 
by the equation of motion Qi  as Equation 4. In the right-hand side of Equation 4, the 
first term is the angular velocity, second term shows the force of coriolis and centri-
fugal force, and the third term is gravity, respectively. In case of rotational movement, 
Qi turns into torqueτ which arises at each joint as shown in Equation 5. Furthermore, 
Tj shows the conversion matrix which translates into the world coordinate system 
from the local coordinate of the j-th joint, Ji is the inertia tensor of j-th link and mi 
shows the mass of i-th link, gT is the gravity vector and Sj expresses the position  
vector of center of gravity of the j-th link. 
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In this paper, when calculating the inertia tensor Ji, each link is approximated with 

the elliptic cylinder shown in Figure 1-b, therefore the density distribution inside of 
each link sets constant. We estimate that dmp is minute mass at the point P (mass cen-
ter of gravity at each link is the point (xp, yp, zp) in local coordinate system) in the 
rigid body, then inertia tensor H of the circumference of center of gravity at each link 
can be denoted by Equation 6.  

       H  = 
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     Where    I xx  = ppp dmzy + )( 22

,  I yy  =  ppp dmxz + )( 22

I zz  = 

ppp dmyx + )( 22

, 

  I xy = I yx  =  ppp dmyx ,   I yz = I zy = ppp dmzy ,   I zx = I xz  = ppp dmxz      
 
If we approximate each link such as shown in Figure 1-b, the inertia procession J 

will be given by the Equation 7. However, the length of the elliptic cylinder shall be 
2d and center of gravity is at the starting point, further the length direction is defined 
by x-axis, y-axis and z-axis in the direction which intersects perpendicularly  
with them. The y-axis of the path of the ellipse of the section which intersects  
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perpendicularly within the length direction, and the length of z shaft-orientations are 
set to a and b, respectively. 
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4 Gesture Evaluation System 

Block diagram of gesture assessment system is showed in Figure 2. In this system, 
gestures of humans (actors) are captured using motion tracking [11], and they are 
changed into time-series-data θ(θ1, θ2, ... θn) of each joint angle shown in Figure 3. 
And torque τ is calculated which arises at each joint by using kinematical dynamics 
analysis. In case when the direct dynamical analysis is used, we can calculate the 
change of time-series-data θ(θ1, θ2, ... θn) of joint angle from each joint torque τ. 
Therefore, we can generate or correct the gestures of 3D character. In our proposed 
system, the special data of the body which required for the calculation of kinematical 
analysis is used such as standard Japanese body shape data like m0  is 1.49 kg, m1 is 
1.08 kg and m2 is 0.24m, l0 is 0.28 m , l1 is 1.08m and l2 is 0.17m, respectively. 

 

Fig. 2. Gesture analysis system and process using 3D character 

Furthermore, the value Tn is defined by Equation 8 which is integrated with the sum 
of time squares derivative value from start time ts of motion to end time te at each 
joint torque τ as the total amount torque value of each gesture. Generally, Tn expresses 
the size of time average torque change of each gesture. When Tn is quantitatively 
small, it means that few amounts of change of motion and the degree of emphasis of 
gesture will be small movement. 

  Tn  =  
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In this equation,τs ,τe andτw are torque values of each joint which are calculated by 
Equation 1 and they are raised at the shoulder joint, elbow and wrist of the dynamic 
model of 3D character shown in Figure 3, respectively. 

5 Experiments and Results 

Some experiments by using the characteristic gestures and results in order to verify 
the usefulness of our proposed model are described in this section. As the experimen-
tal gestures used for the proof, we selected twenty-five characteristic gestures careful-
ly which were the motions such as using in Walt Disney's anime, dance, theater,  
Japanese Kabuki and the emphasizing (exaggeration) gestures of effective speech and 
presentations. The classification of the gestures which used for the experiments and 
the feature of each motion are listed in Appendix. In Appendix, Category A includes 
the action like "kime (finalized action)" and "tame (emphasis/exaggerating motion)" 
of Japanese Kabuki, Category B is the motion of dance movement of Laban's classifi-
cation [12] and Category C is gestures of anime characters effectively used in Walt 
Disney’s movie [13] and characteristic exaggerating gestures used by the emotional 
expression technique [14]. Furthermore, we classified in Category D which is the 
exaggeration gestures used in the comedy of Japan called Manzai. In order to com-
pare the effect of emphasis gestures in the communication, we selected the gestures in 
Category E which are often used for the method of persuading in the speech and pres-
entations like Mr. S. Jobs and Mr. B. Obama who charm audience and attract atten-
tion. All experimental results showed that the motion of these gestures had strong 
correlation with the value of torque τ of main joints which were able to calculate by 
our proposed model (See Figure 3 and 4 [11]). 

6 Gesture Generation and Compensation by Direct Dynamics 

By using the direct dynamical analysis method , it is possible to calculate each joint 
angle θ(θ1, θ2, ...θn) from the amount of changes of joints torque. When the torque 
value τ of multiple joint skeletal structure of 3D character is generated or corrected, 
then we can estimate the movement of link of each skeletal structure using Newton-
Euler method as follows. The angular acceleration θ” (θ”1, θ”2, ...θ”n) which arises at 
each joint of 3D character is given by following Equation 10 by transforming  
Equation 1. 

        θ” = M (θ ) -1 { τ－C (θ, θ’  ) θ’ －g (θ ) }                             (10) 

In case the displacement angleθ(0) and articular velocityθ' (0) of each joint of 3D 
character at the time t = 0 (which is starting position) and the torque value τ(t) (which 
arises at each joint from time ts of start time to target time te) are given, then we can 
obtain the numerical solution of θ(t) by defining some suitable value of Δt by solving 
θ(t) and θ'' (t) of each joint at the time t = 0,Δt, 2Δt, 3Δt ..., one by one until the pur-
pose time te. Andθ(t) and θ'' (t) at time t are obtained, the value of θ(t+Δ) in time t+Δ 
andθ'' (t+Δ) can be calculated using the equation of motion in Equation 10, and by 
supposing the value of θ'' (t) of Equation 10 is still more nearly constant in the minute 
time interval [t and t+Δ] is drawn by Equation 11. 
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 θ(t +Δt)  = θ(t) + θ’ (t)Δt + ( )
2

)(Δt 2 t”

θ
                             (11) 

Furthermore, it is possible to omit the third term which is square of Δt of Equation 
11 because it is minute, then we can obtain Equation 12. The solution of Equation 12 
is approximated to the clause of the first item of Euler series expansion one by one to 
the last time te with Δt. We selected the calculating step Δt of Newton-Euler method 
to 0.0029 by considering the convergence time. We checked the convergent accuracy 
error of calculation from our exploratory experiment, even if it used minute Δt value 
beyond this value [11]. 

 θ(t +Δt)  = θ(t) + θ’’ (t)Δt                                               (12) 

7 Verification about Naturalness of Generated Gestures 

In this section, the validity of our proposed model is verified by using twenty-five cha-
racteristic gestures which are listed in Appendix. We compared the naturalness (actuali-
ty) of generated gestures with the original motions by using the following method. As 
the basic experiments, some exaggerated gestures are generated by Inverse dynamical 
calculation since the difference appears clearly. For these gestures, we replaced the 
torque value τ of the natural motion (without exaggeration) by newly calculated torque 
value τnew for each gesture which was classified from Category A to Category E in  
Appendix. They both move same start and target position (destination) correctly. 

 

 
Fig. 3. (a) Natural gesture (b) Exaggerating gesture and each Torque (Gesture 18) 
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In Figure 3, we showed the typical example of (a) natural gesture without exaggera-
tion and (b) gesture with exaggeration as representative case of Gesture 18 in Catego-
ry D. Also in Figure 3 (c) and (d), the inward and outward rotational swing torqueτ5 in 
horizontal plane (rotation of circumference of z-axis) of right shoulder is expressed 
with solid line, it is the main link of multiple joint skeletal structure. The external and 
inner rotation torque (rotation of circumference of x-axis) τ7  is shown by dashed line 
and long dashed line shows the inward and outward rotational swing torqueτ9  of left 
elbow, and outward swing and the adduction torqueτ6  (rotational of circumference 
around y-axis), respectively.al In Figure 4, we showed another typical example of (a) 
natural gesture without exaggeration and (b) gesture with exaggeration as representa-
tive case of emphasis gesture in speech Geture 21 in Category E. The inward and 
outward rotational swing torqueτ5 (rotation of circumference of z-axis) in horizontal 
plane of right shoulder were expressed with the solid line in Figure 4-(c) and (d). The 
external and inner rotation torque (rotation of circumference of x-axis) τ7  showed by 
dashed line and long dashed line was the inward and outward rotational swing 
torqueτ9  of right elbow and outward swing and the adduction torque (rotation of cir-
cumference around y-axis) τ6, respectively. We tried to compensate by replacing the 
torque value of the main link of multiple joint skeletal structure of natural motion 
(without exaggeration) by the exaggerating torque value τnew. Some typical cases are 
shown as follows. 
 

 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Natural gesture (b) Exaggerating gesture and each Torque (Gesture 21) 
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Case-1: As the natural Gesture18 in Category D, we tried to replace the torque value 
of external and inner rotation torqueτ7 of left shoulder and inward and outward rota-
tional swing torqueτ9 of left elbow by each exaggerating torqueτnew7 andτnew9. 

Case-2: Same as Case-1 of natural Gesture21 in Category E, we replaced the tor-
que value of external and inner rotation torqueτ7 of right shoulder and inward and 
outward rotational swing torqueτ9 of right elbow by exaggerating torquesτnew. 

In both cases, new gestures of each joints anglesθnew（θ1,θ2・・・θn ）from 
new torque τnew are given by using the above mentioned direct dynamical method. 

8 Results 

We conducted to verify the reproducibility of actuality based on the subjective eval-
uation to the characteristic gestures which were newly generated by our proposed 
kinematical method. As for the evaluation, we used DSCQS (Double Stimulus Conti-
nuous Quality Scale) method of subjectively comparing the newly generated gestures 
with original ones. The flow of evaluation of DSCQS method is as follows. We 
showed evaluators the original exaggeration gesture as reference about 10 sec and 
placing interval of about 3 sec after that, we showed the newly generated exaggera-
tion gestures about 10 sec. These trials were set into one pair and shown twice repeat-
edly. Each evaluator was requested to perform evaluation to both gestures at the time 
of second presentation. In these experiments, the order of presentation was changed at 
random without teaching each one which was the gesture of the original (reference). 
Twelve men and women (nine men and three women) of adult in twenties were se-
lected for evaluator. Each evaluator was asked to mark the subjective evaluating value 
over each pair of gestures with continuation measure based on the five steps of quality 
as shown in Figure 5. Furthermore, the final score was normalized to 0 to 100 (maxi-
mum of measure is 100), and the evaluation value of the new exaggerating gesture 
from the difference of the reference was used as Evaluation difference (DE). Ten 
evaluators average value was adopted for this DE value as the last evaluation result 
(the maximum and minimum difference of evaluation result was accepted of each 
trial). This DE value shows the difference of subjectivity value of the nature of ges-
tures. In case the impression of naturalness will be strong then DE become small (near 
the natural exaggerating gesture). It can be said to be one index of natural impression 
(actuality) when it has small value. 

 

Fig. 5. Measure and value of DSCQS evaluation 
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All evaluating results of above mentioned DSCQS method are shown in Table 2. The 
subjective evaluation values of the original exaggerating gesture used as reference, 
the value of newly generated exaggeration, and the evaluation difference DE value are 
listed, respectively. As for the result of Case 1, the average value of subjectivity eval-
uation of the original exaggeration gesture of Gesture 18 in Category D was 91.0, the 
average value of the newly generated exaggeration gesture became 69.8 and evalua-
tion difference DE was set to 21.4. As for the result of Case 2, the average value of 
the original exaggeration gesture of Gesture 21 in Category E was set to 97.3, the 
average value of newly generated exaggeration gesture was 80.0 and evaluation dif-
ference DE became 17.3. Furthermore, total average value of subjectivity evaluation 
of the original exaggeration gestures became from 80.1 to 98.2 for all the gestures 
used for experiment from Category A to Category E, and the average value of the 
generated new exaggeration gesture was through 44.3 to 85.7 and each difference DE 
was set to 35.8 to 12.5. In all categories, the most natural exaggerating gesture was 
Category E with the subjectivity value of 80 to 90 percent. The DE value of the newly 
exaggerating gesture was the value from 60 to 70 percent of near impression (actuali-
ty) for other categories. 

Table 2. Results of subjective evaluation of each exaggerating gestures 

 Reference ges-
ture 

Generated gesture 
DE value 

Category 

A 

Gesture 1 90.1 55.0 35.1 
Gesture 3 85.9 55.1 30.8 

Category 

B 

Gesture 6 78.3 47.1 31.2 
Gesture 10 80.1 44.3 35.8 

Category 

C 

Gesture 11 85.6 51.4 34.2 
Gesture 14 89.3 54.8 34.5 

Cate-

goryD 

Gesture 18 91.0 69.6 21.4 
Gesture 19 92.1 64.8 27.3 

Category 

E 

Gesture 21 97.3 80.0 17.3 
Gesture 22 98.2 85.7 12.5 

9 Conclusion 

In this paper, the new quantitative evaluation technique of the mechanism of nonver-
bal communication which is especially paying attention to the characteristic gestures 
in the web communication was proposed. We analyzed the effect of the gestures using 
kinematic  dynamical method by choosing the characteristic gestures carefully which 
were used for the purpose of exaggeration and emphasis in Kabuki, Disney's anime 
and the communication and presentation of attracting audiences and we obtained the 
following conclusions.   

1. The exaggeration and emphasis degree of gesture has high correlation with the 
main joints torque value and it can be quantified by both inward and outward  
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rotational torque value and changing ratio of main joints such as shoulders, elbows 
and wrists of skeletal structure. 

2. As for each characteristic gestures, it is possible to obtain the natural exaggeration 
gestures by correcting or replacing the torque values of natural motion withτnew  
of the exaggeration ones. This calculation was conducted by using the direct  
dynamical method. 

3. We performed to proof the actuality of those newly generated gestures based on 
the subjective evaluation, and the natural exaggerating gesture was generated with 
the result of subjective evaluation value was 80 percent or more near impression.  

We can use these results for the wide range of the fields such that the development of 
user interface with 3D characters on the web with feeling actuality and the designing 
the natural and intelligible gesture interaction in real world. 
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